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The electronic structure of crystals from the cetineite family, a promising new nanoporous material,
is theoretically investigated for the first time on anab initio basis. The trend experimentally observed
in the optical gaps’ dependence on the chemical composition is explained. [S0031-9007(98)05777-9]
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The chemical preparation of nanostructured materia
has become an important field from the scientific as we
as from the technical point of view. On the one hand
various chemical routes have been developed to synth
size well defined metal or semiconductor nanoparticles
a few up to tens of nanometers [1,2], in which quantum
size effects as well as charging effects occur, giving ris
to various electro-optical [3] or microelectronic applica
tions [4–7]. On the other hand, attempts have been ma
to obtain semiconductor or metallic solids with definite
void spaces, like in zeolites, which may be regarded a
so-called quantum-anti-dot lattices [8,9]. With the family
of cetineite-type oxoselenoantimonates III, for which syn
thesizing methods have been developed [10–12], a nov
class of nanomaterials has become accessible. Recent
has been found that these compounds show a pronoun
photoconductivity [12]. Thus, a wide field for potential
application has been opened by their electrical properti
which up to now are unique in the domain of nanoporou
crystalline solids.

On the theoretical side little is known about the
electronic structure of these materials beyond the gene
picture of chemical bonds, especially noab initio calcula-
tions on the electronic structure and the optical propertie
have been done, to the authors’ knowledge. Even f
the class of zeolites, which have been most commo
nanoporous materials already for a long time only few
ab initio calculations exist because of the complexity
of the systems [13]. The considered compounds ha
the general formulaA6fSb12O18g fSbX3g2 ? s6 2 mx 2

ydH2O ? xfBm1sOH2dmg ? yh (A  Na1, K1, Rb1;
X  S22; Se22; B  Na1, Sb31; h may stand for an
unoccupied lattice site). The crystal structures, Fig. 1
have space group symmetryP63 or P63ym [10,11].
Tubes of compositionfSb12O18g are formed by linking
fSbO3g pyramids. The lone electron pairs of their Sb(2
and Sb(3) atoms are perpendicular to the tube wal
The tube arrangement can be described as an hexago
rod packing. SinglefSbs1dX3g32 pyramids are located
between the tubes. Their lone pairs are oriented paral
to the tube axes. The interior of the tubes, whose fre
diameter is approximately 7 Å, may be occupied b
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chains of face-sharingfH2Og6 octahedra or by [(Na,Sb),
sOH,H2Od6] octahedra extended along the tubes.

The arrangement of electroneutralfSb12O18g tubes
should be held together by ionic bonds between th
fSbX3g32 pyramids and theA1 cations lining the tube
walls, and by additional weaker secondary bonds betwe
every second Sb atom of the tubes [Sb(2) in Fig. 1] an
theX atoms of thefSbX3g32 pyramids.

Thus, there arises a most fascinating combination
structural and physical properties. The cetineite-typ
compounds may act like molecular sieves such as t
zeolites but in contrast they reveal an optical gap in th
visible range and nonzero electronic conductivity. At firs
glance the latter may be attributed to the electron lon
pair of Sb31 in thefSbX3g pyramids by structure-chemical
arguments.

A lot of questions arise as to the electronic structur
specifically about the extent and the neighborhood of th
electronic gap being a key to the understanding of th
binding mechanism and the conductivity.

In this contribution we concentrate on the calculatio
and a first interpretation of the results to clarify the
orbital composition near the gap and the observed optic
properties in connection with the electronic conductivity
Especially, we will focus on the experimentally observe
chemical trend in the optical gaps and its theoretic
counterpart.

The numerical computation follows the linear aug
mented plane wave (LAPW) procedure [14] and yield
density of states (DOS), band structure, and dielectr
function ´ for members of the cetineite family with
A  K, Na andX  S, Se. We use the abbreviation
sA; Xd for A6fSb12O18g fSbX3g2 in the course of our stud-
ies. The channel filling ionsBm1 and water molecules
(or hydroxyl groups OH2) are considered to be strongly
disordered and have been discarded in the calculati
because of their minor importance and the computation
burden. An effect on the electrical and optical propertie
has not been detected in experimentally investigatin
different samples. Especially, an ionic conductivity
perhaps by water and/orBm1, has been excluded via
impedance measurements [12]. In addition to the re
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Structure of cetineite (Na;Se): projection onto theab plane (left), perspective view of one tube (right),a  b in the P63
space group; the shaded cylinder is for the illustration of the three-dimensional view; the channel filling ions and water mo
are left out in the plot as well as in the calculations; the Na-Se ionic binding is sketched, too.
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crystals, systems are considered, where only some of
molecular constituents are taken into account, formin
fictitious crystals. This provides specific information a
to which orbitals contribute to the bands and the bindin
Aspherical corrections to the muffin tin approximation ar
introduced finally by adding an empty sphere within th
tubes. We have self-consistently calculated the potent
for the four crystals with 44 atoms per unit cell and a
empty sphere centered in the tube. The atomic coordina
of (K;S) [15] were used for the unit cell of all compounds
because of only small variations in their values. The num
ber of LAPW basis functions was slightly less than 70
in all cases so thatj $GmaxjSmin was slightly below three,
whereS is the radius of the muffin tin spheres. In the un
cell there are eight different inequivalent types of atom
The lattice constants used for (K;Se), (Na;Se), (K;S), a
(Na;S) are a  14.595, 14.423, 14.318, and14.152 Å
andc  5.617, 5.565, 5.633, and5.576 Å, respectively.
The 2 3 2 3 1 superstructure of (K;Se) [15] has no
been taken into account. Iterating to self-consistency, t
electronic properties were calculated for 18 points in th
irreducible Brillouin zone (BZ) which is one third the size
of the full BZ.

As a prototype for these compounds the band structu
of (Na;Se) is displayed in Fig. 2 along the symmetry line
of the hexagonal BZ. The stronger dispersion parall
to the c axis, especially along theGA direction, and the
weaker one perpendicular to it is remarkable. It show
the stronger binding along the tubes which may be se
as stabilizing the tubular structure whereas the bindin
between the tubes is weaker. The main contribution
the
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the binding within the tube walls occurs, however, v
Sb(2)- [Sb(3)-] oxygenp bonds. The Sbs orbitals are
involved in the energy range213 to 211 eV whereas the
p orbitals are found between29 and24 eV.

The fundamental gap is framed by states which, to a s
nificant degree, are made up of orbitals belonging to t
Sb and chalcogen atoms of the outerfSbX3g32 pyramids,
thereby reminding one of a lone pair state at the antimo
atom, but being here dominated by ad and notp character;
see Fig. 3. The antimony atoms of the wall pyramids ca
a sp character as is usually assumed for a lone pair st

FIG. 2. Band structure of (Na,Se) in the hexagonal BZ. T
BZ is indicated on the left. Three bands are labeled by th
numbers in energetic order at$k point G, and a star is used to
denote two dispersive bands; see text.
3317
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FIG. 3. Angular momentum-projected densities of states
the (Na;Se) compound around the Fermi energy for t
dominant orbitals.

of trivalent Sb III. Their overall contribution becomes
mainly asp states, significant above the gap. Thed states
of the wall Sb atoms give an almost vanishing contributio
within the first 4 eV ranges below and above the gap. T
chalcogenX atoms are essentially ofp character and domi-
nate, together with thed states of Sb(1), the bound part o
this energy range. The valence band maximum appe
at the H point and the conduction band minimum 0.2 e
above at the K point. The direct gap of slightly more tha
0.5 eV occurs at the K point. The uppermost occupi
band (No. 110, see Fig. 2) belongs to the identical re
resentation of the groupC3 generated by a120± rotation
along thec axis atG. The degenerate lowest conductio
band (Nos. 111y112) contains two one-dimensional rep
resentations which split outsideG. Going to A, on the
top of the Brillouin zone, both bands cross yielding fo
the lower (upper) one the one-dimensional representat
which transforms in multiplying by the phase factore2piy3

for a counterclockwise (clockwise) rotation. In (Na;Se
apart from a fundamental indirect gap, a second gap
pears around22 eV. In the remaining three compound
this gap is bridged by a low DOS. Separate calculatio
for a crystal with only the tube walls included and for on
which contained only the outerfSbX3g32 pyramid chains
and the inner sodium atoms have been done.

For the latter the fundamental gap almost closes leav
a small DOS at the Fermi level. For the former th
gap is still existing but significantly reduced. Togethe
with an increasing dispersion and increasing similarity
the energetic distribution of the aforementioned bindin
orbitals in going to the full crystal, it shows the intimat
connection of both building units, the walls, and the out
pyramid chains. Not these units separately but only t
full system exhibits a stable crystal. The outer pyrami
seem to contribute the electronic glue to bond the tub
widening their gap to the final amount. The alkalis state
remains almost entirely depopulated in all cases.

Figure 4 displays a high maximum in the calculate
imaginary part of´, which is a typical feature for all
3318
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FIG. 4. Imaginary part of the dielectric functiońof (Na;Se)
for $E parallel and perpendicular to thec axis.

four compounds. Differing compositions (A; X) mainly
cause a shift of the onset and the high maximum
described below. A remarkable change with polarizatio
appears in the close neighborhood of the onset of optic
absorption and, with an opposite sign, around the ma
absorption peak. The polarization with$E parallel to thec
axis leads to an absorption smaller in slope by a fact
of 4 near the onset compared with the perpendicul
case. As the onset is associated with the K point, th
reduction for the parallel polarization is attributed to
the selection rule induced by C3 which should suppress
transitions between the symmetric valence band and bo
lower conduction bands having less symmetry. Becau
temperature dependent measurements of the conductiv
are still lacking, the details of the thermally activated
conductivity are open to question. However, the lowe
conduction band shows a maximum dispersion of 0.5 e
along KH (see Nos. 111 and 112, respectively, in Fig. 2
larger by a factor of 2 compared with KG, indicating an
anisotropic conductivity enhanced along thec direction
in the absence of impurities. A strong hybridization o
the Sb(1) d and X p orbitals of the outerfSbX3g32

pyramids with the Sb(2)p orbitals of thefSbO3g pyramids
of the wall is observed within the lower 4 eV of the
conduction bands (Fig. 3). This suggests a mechanis
for the conductivity which involves the electron transfe
between the two types of pyramids. Within the lowes
conduction bands the Sb(1)d orbitals of xz and yz type
dominate in conjunction with Sb(2) and Sb(3)p orbitals
of x andy type, where thez axis is aligned toc.

Figure 5 displays the chemical trend of calculated ban
gaps of the four members of the cetineite family. A
usual in local density theory the gaps might be unde
estimated. Especially, the high degree of localization
bands around the gap presumably widens the gap by
hanced exchange. Also the exact onset of both absorpt
and photoconductivity is difficult to derive from the ex-
perimental data obtained at room temperature. We belie
that one should rather consider the direct transition ener
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FIG. 5. Experimental optical gaps (solid line) [12,16] an
theoretical energies of maximum absorption (dashed lin
together with the direct band gaps (thin dotted line) depend
on the composition of the crystal.

corresponding to the high maximum in the imaginary pa
of the dielectric function to account for the absolute va
ues of the onsets.

Disregarding this uncertainty in the interpretation of th
absolute values the chemical trend itself shows excell
agreement with the experimental results. It follows th
ionization energy of the alkali atoms which is larger fo
sodium than potassium, thus enhancing the binding ene
and thereby the gap for sodium. This is to be expect
as the valence shell of these atoms is completely ioniz
in all four compounds studied. The larger gaps of th
sulfur compounds as compared with the selenium on
confirm the trend which is met in many covalently boun
crystals containing these elements, as e.g., the II-VI or I
VI compounds, and reflects most probably the strength
the SbX3 binding in the outer pyramids.

Current investigations concern a possible correlati
between the trend for the alkali atoms and the bond an
in the fSbX3g32 pyramids among the sulfur and selenium
compounds, respectively, in continuation of the work b
Wang and Liebau [17].

The observed photoconductivity [12,16] shows that
significant electronic population of the conduction ban
is induced by irradiation. The frequency dependence
the photoconductivity near the onset follows that of th
optical absorption. The measured onset should be as
ciated with the high absorption part of́ and not with
the lowest conduction band. At that energy, bands w
much higher dispersion are available for the excited co
duction electrons, especially in theGA direction. Two
bands, for example, (seep in Fig. 2) disperse from 1.4 to
2.6 eV (dominated by all Sb(1)d orbitals except thez2

type). A photoconductivity, anisotropic as well but sig
nificantly enhanced over the thermally activated condu
tivity, is the consequence. It is experimentally observ
as roughly102 of the dark conductivity. A crucial experi-
ment to decide on how to position the theoretical ban
would be the measurement of the anisotropy of both t
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conductivity and the optical absorption. Instead of a fina
answer this part of the discussion rather shows for this e
citing new material the problems which have to be solve
after the first theoretical access.

To summarize, we have self-consistently calculate
the electronic structure and optical properties of a mo
promising family of nanoporous compounds. It prove
that such calculations are not only feasible but offe
essential physical insight into the correlation betwee
the geometry and chemical character of the bonds o
one hand, and the electronic structure on the other.
remarkable difference of more than 1 eV between th
calculated fundamental band gap and the calculate
pronounced maxima of absorption appears. The latt
coincide in energy with the observed onsets of photocon
ductivity and absorption suggesting that the measuremen
at room temperature display the pronounced features
the dielectric function not resolving the fundamental gap
The experimentally found chemical trend within a serie
of four compounds could be theoretically reproduced an
explained. This finding does not depend on whether th
size of the fundamental gap or the position of maximum
absorption is regarded.
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